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About This Game

Gamer Simulator

The gamer came to be in the room to get out of this room, it is necessary to play mini games. To open a door to other room, you
should find a key which is in each mini game.

Gameplay

In mini games are located the food and water. To receive them it is necessary to approach very close them and then they will
take off from the tv screen directly to a hand to the gamer. Also there is a scale of interest in games, it is necessary to play but

not to stand constantly somewhere on one place. All levels and games are generated in a random way. The first minutes of game
can seem a hardcore but only until you don't get used to control.

Mini games

At this stage of development are available only 3 mini games:

Shooter in which it is necessary to kill all to receive a key.
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Simple platformer in which the hero always jumps. In this mini game it is necessary to collect 20 items, including food
and water to unblock a key.

Platformer in which it is possible to change 2d perspectives. In this mini game it is necessary to include all green lamps
to unblock a key.
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who the f*** dies after playing a game for 3 minutes?. i paid for this game because I thought it looks awesome, but then I
played it, it's just a repeatitive game where you get food from games, I spent $0.99, I know that's a little price, but if it's going to
be paid for, it better be d4mn good, I really disliked this \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game.. Game Simulator fails
at being what it states it is....a simulator.....heres why. For one the games are incredibly hard and frustrating, I should, as a gamer
be able to easily clear them...secondly why are the food pick ups in the game within the game...they should be in the "real
world" where perhaps for food you have to call for pizza and wait, for the drink you have to hobble to the fridge....missed
opportunity for this game. Overall very unrealistic.....well only realistic part is that its a console peasant starving and playing
crappy games :). The games are confusing, there is a food and water bar, delayed controls, the games arent even good. Way to
confusing, and i was lost in a video i made for it :P. Terrible game I bought this thinking it would be cool and it would be
updated often, how \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing stupid was I? It might be more fun if they added new minigames.. This
simulator is perfect! It feels like I'm really uninstalling a crap Unity game made of 2 lazily slapped together "minigames" and
getting a refund for it.

Oh wait no, I'm doing that in real life.. i cant even jump high on that guy jumping everytime and doesnt stop jumping. I launch
Gamer Simulator and I become a Gamer. In Gamer Simulator, I launch Gamer Simulator and I become a Gamer. In Gamer
Simulator's Gamer Simulator, I launch Gamer Simulator and I become a Gamer. In Gamer Simulator's Gamer Simulator's
Gamer Simulator, I. It kept me entertained for at least 30 mins and it's naturally 5$ I paid 0.49. It's okay I guess for 0.49 but,I
wouldn't recommend it,I got bored after playing the exact same games over at least 3 times.

For 4.99 this isn't worth it at full price. If you're able to get more entertainment out of this than I did,well good for you then.
Though I seriously can not recommend this especially with it saying this is 0.01 Alpha. Shouldn't this be listed as early access as
well? Well anyways,yeah it gets boring quite fast.

If you don't think my review is fair,then let me sum up the game. You play a game,you collect food,water,from the game in
order to survive and to not die and if you become too bored as well,you die of boredom. You get a key for beating game,just to
move on to the next room which seems to be a remake of the exact same games.

In all seriousness if you could die of boredom,this game possibly would have killed me.
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Freakin amazing! At first I didnt really know what to expect, I thought ot was gonna be a casual game where you just play a
bunch of video games and well, it's kinda like that but better! A little laggy but thats all.. I really regret buying this game.
The "mini-games" as they are called look horrible and control very badly. Buttons not responding and just generally floaty
controlls.

The games graphics look horrible even on max. settings.

The "mini-games" themselves are very bad, broken and boring. Just collect X and get a key, kill X enemies and get the key or
get to X and get the keys.

While you play the "mini-games" you need to collect burgers and soft drinks so you dont die. However there are far to few of
them and with how slow the games play it is very hard to complete a room. And if you do complete a room the next room will
just boot the same game again.... I only regret pending 48.99999 cents of the 49 cents I spent on this. It is a VERY simple,
although well put together graphics wise game that reminds me some of free phone apps. HOWEVER, it makes a silly gage gift
and I did end up buying more than one copy even tho Ive played it for less than a half an hour and am more or less over it lol its
a silly idea that could be kind of cool...... but isnt.
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